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ORGANIZE WORKFORCE ACROSS WORKSPACES



increase of days worked  
remotely by 2021*

30%
of the workforce will be working from 

home multiple days a week*

6X

* Global Workplace Analytics

annual spend on unused 
office space

½ 
Tr €

Transitioning from centralised offices to a 
distributed organisation of workplaces

Workforce is now increasingly distributed 
across multiple locations

Employees have now the option to work in the 
office, at home but also in coworking spaces, 
client office, transport, etc. 



Company, team and individuals 
constraints
Capacity, flexibility, time spent together, 
business priorities, fair rotation rules, etc

OUTPUTINPUT

Calendar
Schedule workspace usage for employees over time

Office floor plan
Organise presence of employees in the floorplan in 
flexoffice using zoning or individual seat allocation

Manage contradictory priorities

Semana is a workforce management system that organises the 
schedule of office presence and space allocation



1- Define your teams 
manually or sync 
with your SSO

2- Edit your floor 
map: define zones, 
move or block desks

* UI under process of development 
and subject to changes. 

Set your account up 



Plan your remote policy

1- Set a min/max number of days

2- Determine fixed days of presence

3- Publish new remote working policy



* UI under process of development 
and subject to changes. 

Schedule onsite and remote work

1- Employees can 
book their days of 
presence. 

2- Managers can 
adjust team 
planning

3- Anyone can 
search or see who 
was or will be in the 
office



Allow employees to indicate where they are when they work remotely

1- Employees specify where they are when 
Out of office

2- Declare holidays or add additional information 
on where they are working remotely

3- Remote work can happen at home, but also 
elsewhere, let employees declare where they are



1- Book desks in 
your zone

2 - See who sits 
where

* UI under process of development 
and subject to changes. 

Manage your floorplan occupancy



Slack App: Your week 

The App Home

1- Have your week reminder 
always close to you on Slack

2- Navigate to past, current, 
next week

3- Access to list of 
employees in office on any 
day

4- Book a desk to the office in 
one click



Slack App: List of Attendees 

List of Attendees

1- Check who is in office, on any day 
of the week

2- Explore attendees looking for 
specific colleagues, entire teams or 
members of a Slack channel

3- Keep a list of your favourite 
teams to control who’s coming



Slack App: Daily reminders & Status update

Daily reminder

1- Get a daily message 
that reminds you if you 
will be in the office or 
working remotely the 
following day

2- Have a last-minute 
possibility to change 
your status (book a 
desk - remove your 
booking)

Status update

Visualize who is in 
the office and who 
is not, thanks to 
the automatic 
status update



Secured Single Sign in (SSO)

● Secured authentication and login using your 
SSO enterprise solution (Microsoft,  Google, 
etc)

● Compatible with OAuth 2.0  and SAML 2.0
● Provisioning of your employee list (update 

LDAP with new and leaving employees )



Thank you
Contact us :
albert@semana.io
www.semana.io


